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I.  OBJECTIVES 
• Identify known locations and extent of/impacts to rare plant populations and special 

habitats in relation to individual fires 
• Identify noxious weed populations and pre- and post-fire suitable habitat for weeds 
• Provide management recommendations for reducing impacts from noxious weed 

introductions as a result of the fires 
• Provide management recommendations, where warranted, for repair of impacts to rare 

plants or special habitats 

II.  GENERAL ISSUES 
• Impacts of damage to special habitats and rare plants from wildfire and fire suppression 

activities on ecosystem stability 
• Impacts of noxious weeds on ecosystem stability and soil productivity 

VEGETATION ISSUES PARTICULAR TO EACH FIRE IN THE IRON COMPLEX 
Fire Name Rare Plants or 

serpentine present 
High Weed Risk 

factors 
Land Allocation 

Buckhorn No Dozer lines along 
RNA boundary & 

Wilderness 
boundary 

Wilderness, Research Natural 
Area 

Carey No -- Wilderness 
Cedar No Corral Bottom 

powerline used as 
dozer line 

Late Successional Reserve 

Eagle Buxbaumia viridis 
Sedum paradisum; 

serpentine along east 
edge 

-- Late Successional Reserve, 
Matrix 

Granite No -- Wilderness 
Ironside No Hwy. 299 Matrix 
Zeigler No Hwy. 299 Matrix 
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A.  Background Information 
 
Rare Plants  
 
No federally listed Threatened or Endangered plant species or their habitats are known to occur 
in any of the fires of the Iron Complex.  Two Forest Service Sensitive plant species are 
documented within the Eagle fire.  There are no sensitive plants known from the other fires in the 
Iron Complex. 
 

Fire Name Regional Forester’s Sensitive Plant Populations Known to Occur  
Eagle Bug-on-a-stick moss (Buxbaumia viridis) 

Canyon Creek stonecrop (Sedum paradisum) 
 
Bug-on-a-stick moss, a former Survey & Manage species associated with old growth, is 
documented from a couple locations in the Sailor Bar watershed, on large decayed logs in the 
riparian zone.  These populations were not monitored for fire impacts, because BARC maps 
showed low intensity burn levels in the Sailor Bar riparian areas, and because the tiny moss is 
unlikely to be found during late summer.  No dozer lines were mapped in the vicinity of the moss 
populations. 
 
Canyon Creek stonecrop is a rock-dwelling succulent that rarely experiences wildfire impacts 
because it occupies large rock outcrops that usually don’t burn in wildfire.  Canyon Creek 
stonecrop populations were monitored at Hayfork Bally because of the high concentration of 
dozer lines shown on fire suppression maps on Hayfork Bally and adjoining ridges.  No damage 
was seen to the stonecrop from suppression.  However, some of the stonecrop plants that had 
been growing under shrub cover on rock outcrops were killed when the shrubs burned.  
 
Serpentine Soils 
 
Serpentine soils of the Rattlesnake Creek Terrane, lie just to the west of the Iron Complex; and 
serpentine soils of the Hayfork Terrane occur sparsely at the eastern edge of the Eagle Fire.  No 
known populations of serpentine-related sensitive plants occur in the Iron Complex.  An 
unsuccessful attempt was made to reconnoiter a dozer line through an Order 3 soil polygon 
mapped as serpentinic, located between Rattlesnake Gap and Carter Ranch in Section 23; the 
field crew ran out of time and was unable to verify whether the dozer line rehab would require 
special treatment because of serpentine soil. 
 
Noxious Weeds 
 
Weeds in the Iron Complex fires are mostly restricted to roadsides, but some are found within 
openings that have been disturbed.  Prominent invasive plants known to occur within the Iron 
Complex include mullein (Verbascum thapsus), brooms (Spartium junceum, Cytisus scoparius, 
Genista monspessulana), yellow starthistle (Centaurea solstitialis), tree-of-heaven (Ailanthus 
altissima), and Dalmatian toadflax (Linaria dalmatica).   
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B.  Reconnaissance Methods  
 
Information on noxious weeds, rare plant habitat and populations, serpentine soils, and effects on 
the Manzanita Research Natural Area was derived from Shasta-Trinity National Forest file 
records, from discussions with Shasta-Trinity West Side planning botanist Susan Erwin, and 
from visits to the fire areas between August 29 and Sept. 3, 2008. 
 
C. Findings/Description of Emergency 
 
Value at Risk:  Ecosystem Stability of Native Plant Communities, Wilderness, Late Successional 
Reserves, and Research Natural Area function. 
Priority Threats:  Dozer line construction and noxious weed introduction 
 
Many roadsides in the Iron Complex fires are occupied to varying degrees by noxious weeds, in 
particular yellow starthistle, broom species, tree-of-heaven, and Klamath weed.  With 100+ miles 
of dozer line construction for suppression of these fires, it is likely that weeds were spread to 
internal portions of the fires, and are poised to move into parts of the fires that burned hot 
enough to kill existing vegetation and damage the seed bank.  Weed infestations will displace 
valuable native plant species (reducing wildlife habitat) and can result in increased soil erosion 
because these species are less capable of stabilizing soil than their native counterparts.  Some 
portion of the dozer lines will likely be used for OHV recreation, at least temporarily increasing 
chances of weed importation. 

TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
FSM 2523.3 gives direction to monitor burned areas for up to 3 years from containment to 
ensure emergency stabilization measures are functioning as planned and effective.   
 
Noxious Weed Detection Surveys 
 
Areas that were excavated by dozers and their adjacent uplands in the Iron Complex should be 
monitored in 2009 to determine if new noxious weed infestations have occurred, hand-treated as 
infestations are detected during surveys, and mapped to facilitate evaluation of treatment 
effectiveness the following year. 
 
Entire lengths of dozer lines affect the Trinity Alps Wilderness, Late Successional Reserves, or 
Research Natural Areas should be monitored and treated by hand pulling as needed.   

 Manzanita Ridge, along the east boundary of Manzanita Research Natural Area 
 Along Wilderness Boundary from Drop Point 70 at Clems Camp (NW perimeter of 

Buckhorn Fire) northwest to Drop Point 82 at Road 5N04D. 
 Around southern perimeter of Cedar Fire, including new dozer line adjacent to powerline 
 Hayfork Bally to Drop Point 90 at Hayfork Divide, southern perimeter of Eagle Fire 
 Ridgeline dividing Big Creek from Price Creek, west side of Eagle Fire 
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The first 200 feet of dozer lines from their intersections with navigable roads on the remainder of 
Iron Complex Fires (this will exclude Carey and Granite, which have no roads since they are 
within wilderness) should be surveyed in 2009, with new infestations hand treated and mapped. 
 
Dozer lines were mapped with varying levels of quality in each fire area, so number and length 
of lines in the GIS database can only be considered to be estimates.  Line location and number 
would be validated in the field as treatments proceed.  Using the GIS database line length and 
number of intersection with drivable roads are as follows: 
 
Fire Name Miles of 

Dozer Line 
Number of 

Mapped Safety 
Zones 

Miles of Dozer 
Line to Survey 

Acres of Safety 
Zones to Survey 

Buckhorn 1 0 1 0 
Carey 0 0 0 0 
Cedar 15 0 15 0 
Eagle 35 2 20 4 
Granite 0 0 0 0 
Ironside 1 0 1 0 
Zeigler 2 0 2 0 
Outside fire 
perimeter 

47 5 15 10 

TOTAL 101 7 54 14 
 

 
Seeding and Mulching Treatments  
 
Roadways are the primary conduit of noxious weed introduction as weed seeds and plant parts 
are carried on the tires and underbellies of vehicles.  Noxious weeds are typically introduced 
closest to the road and spread along disturbed or suitable habitat if left unchecked.  To 
discourage noxious weed introduction on constructed dozer lines and the interior of fires, 
intersections of dozer lines and travelable roads should be seeded with native seed and mulched 
with weed-free straw.  Seeding and mulching the first 50 feet of dozer lines where they meet 
travelable roads should discourage noxious weed introduction, which should discourage spread 
further down individual dozer lines. 
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Fire Name Number of 
Dozer 

Line/Road 
Intersections 

Treatment 
total @ 50 ft/ 
intersection 

Number of 
Mapped 

Safety Zones 

Treatment 
area 

@2A/Safety 
Zones 

Acres of 
seeding 
treatment 

Buckhorn 2 100 0   
Carey 0  0   
Cedar 18 900 0   
Eagle 38 1900 2   
Granite 0  0   
Ironside 2 100 0   
Zeigler 0  0   
Outside fire 
perimeter 

135 6750 5   

TOTAL 195 9750 ft. =1.8 
mile= 5A 

7 14A 19A 

 
Sites would be seeded with a mix of native species.  Native grasses would include blue wildrye 
(Elymus glaucus) and California brome (Bromus spp.) from the Shasta-Trinity native seed cache 
at a rate of 15-30 pounds per acre. 
 
Seeding Serpentine soils 
 
Serpentine soils damaged by dozer lines would be seeded with locally-collected Idaho fescue 
seed.  Straw mulching would not be appropriate on these soils that are naturally low in organic 
matter.  No more than 1 acre, on the east edge of the Eagle fire, may need seeding with Idaho 
fescue; this would be determined in the field.  Seed would come from the Shasta-Trinity native 
seed cache. 

TREATMENT COSTS 
  Units Unit Cost # of Units BAER $ 
Land Treatments         
Seeding Dozer Lines, Safety Zones, and 
Serpentine soils acres $****** 19 $******
Mulching Dozer Lines and Safety Zones acres $****** 19 $******
TOTAL       $******
          
Monitoring         
Noxious Weed Detection Surveys miles $****** 54 $******
          
TOTAL ALL LINE ITEMS       $******
 


